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ABSTRACT
The genome of RNA viruses folds into 3D structures
that include long-range RNA–RNA interactions relevant to control critical steps of the viral cycle. In
particular, initiation of translation driven by the IRES
element of foot-and-mouth disease virus is stimulated by the 3 UTR. Here we sought to investigate
the RNA local flexibility of the IRES element and the
3 UTR in living cells. The SHAPE reactivity observed
in vivo showed statistically significant differences
compared to the free RNA, revealing protected or
exposed positions within the IRES and the 3 UTR.
Importantly, the IRES local flexibility was modified
in the presence of the 3 UTR, showing significant
protections at residues upstream from the functional
start codon. Conversely, presence of the IRES element in cis altered the 3 UTR local flexibility leading
to an overall enhanced reactivity. Unlike the reactivity
changes observed in the IRES element, the SHAPE
differences of the 3 UTR were large but not statistically significant, suggesting multiple dynamic RNA
interactions. These results were supported by covariation analysis, which predicted IRES-3 UTR conserved helices in agreement with the protections observed by SHAPE probing. Mutational analysis suggested that disruption of one of these interactions
could be compensated by alternative base pairings,
providing direct evidences for dynamic long-range
interactions between these distant elements of the
viral genome.
INTRODUCTION
The genomes of RNA viruses fold into complex structures
stabilized by base pairing between nucleotides sometimes
located hundreds or even thousands bases apart. These
* To
†

RNA structures, that often involve dynamic RNA–RNA interactions, control key steps of the viral multiplication cycle, including translation, replication, or packaging (1–7),
reviewed in (8,9).
RNA molecules encode a layer of information in the form
of RNA structure that modulates the gene expression program. Nonetheless, the nature of most RNA structures and
the effects of sequence variation on structure are poorly understood. The development of potent methodologies for in
vitro and in vivo RNA structure mapping (10–13) aided by in
silico prediction algorithms and functional analysis allowed
identifying long-range interactions that play key roles in the
multiplication cycle of RNA viruses (14–17).
A diverse group of positive-strand RNA viruses have
evolved dedicated functional RNA elements able to highjack the translation machinery to selectively direct translation of the viral RNA. In addition, soon after infection
these viruses trigger the shutdown of the cellular mRNA
translation by modifying the activity of key initiation factors (18), hence impairing translation of the naturally abundant competitor cellular mRNAs. These elements, designated internal ribosome entry sites (IRES), were initially
discovered in the genomic RNA of picornaviruses (19,20),
but soon later were reported in other viral RNAs including hepatitis C virus (HCV), reviewed in (21). Viral IRES
elements are diverse in primary sequence, structural organization, and also differ in the factors required to direct initiation of protein synthesis (22,23). Hence, viral IRES elements can be grouped into different categories, depending
on the RNA structure organization and the factors required
to promote 48S complex assembly.
Picornavirus IRES elements are grouped into five different types (24). Each type harbors a common RNA structure
maintained by evolutionarily conserved nucleotide substitutions. In addition, each type has distinctive requirement
of factors. The activity of IRES classified as type I (exemplified by enterovirus) and type II (exemplified by cardiovirus
and aphthovirus) depends on the assembly of translation
initiation factors (eIFs) and RNA-binding proteins (RBPs)
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on the IRES modular structure (25), such that each domain consists of one or more stem-loops with conserved
motifs that provide the binding site for RBPs and various
eIFs, with the exception of eIF4E (26). The RNA structure
model of the aphthovirus IRES element, which was generated combining dimethyl sulfate (DMS) and Selective 2 hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension (SHAPE)
reactivity data, accessibility to RNases T1 and T2, and sequence covariation, illustrates the modular organization of
this RNA (25).
Beyond eIFs and IRES-transacting factors, the activity
of picornavirus and HCV IRES elements is stimulated by
their corresponding 3 UTR sequences (27–29). The HCV
genome contains multiple structural domains that mediate long-distance RNA–RNA contacts important for the
progress of viral infection. Both, the cis-acting replicating
element (CRE) placed within the polymerase NS5B coding
region and the 3 X-tail region within the 3 UTR adopt different RNA conformations in the presence of the IRES element. Preservation of these interactions was suggested to
play a crucial role in the switch between different steps of the
HCV replication cycle (30). The stem-loop 5BSL3.2 within
the CRE region forms a high-order structure involved in viral RNA translation and replication (31). Six nucleotides
form base pairs between the bulge of the 5BSL3.2 stem-loop
and the IIId loop of the IRES, inhibiting translation initiation (32). Conversely, mutations in 5BSL3.2 increased IRES
activity supporting the existence of a functional high-order
structure in the HCV genome that involves two conserved
RNA motifs, one within the IRES and another in the CRE
region.
The 3 UTR sequence of picornavirus genomes consists
of 75–100 nt followed by a poly(A) tail. In spite of having
a similar nucleotide length, the picornavirus 3 UTRs lack
overall sequence conservation (33). The 3 UTR is essential
for aphthovirus replication (34) although there are controversial results in other picornaviruses (35,36). In the case
of the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) IRES, internal initiation of translation was stimulated by the 3 UTR
(27,37), regardless of the coexpression of the L protease.
Therefore, IRES activity was stimulated both in the presence or absence of proteolyzed eIF4G and PABP. Furthermore, a direct dose-dependent RNA–RNA interaction was
observed in vitro between transcripts harboring the 3 UTR
(or its predicted stem-loops) and the IRES element (1).
However, the nucleotides involved in this long-range interaction remain elusive.
In this work, we sought to investigate the RNA conformation of the IRES element and the 3 UTR of FMDV in
living cells in the context of monocistronic functional transcripts using a strategy that integrates comparative genomic
analysis and RNA structure flexibility. To gain information
on the residues involved in potential long-range interactions
we first mapped the RNA structure of both regions in vivo
and in vitro using 2-methylnicotinic acid imidazolide (NAI)
(11) to perform SHAPE probing. Second, we determined
the modification of the IRES structure induced by the presence of the 3 UTR in cis, and conversely, the structure of
the 3 UTR in the presence of the IRES region. Finally, we
used in silico approaches to analyze sequence conservation,
covariation, and base pair formation in both regions, either

alone or in a chimeric RNA. Comparison of the in vivo and
in vitro SHAPE reactivity data readily showed differences
in the protection pattern of both, the IRES element and the
3 UTR. Furthermore, the presence of the 3 UTR in cis induced changes in the local flexibility of the IRES structure,
and viceversa, the presence of IRES element in cis altered
the 3 UTR reactivity, suggesting long-range interactions between these distant regions of the viral genome. These results were supported by in silico analysis, which predicted
conserved helices and covariation between the 3 UTR and
the IRES element specifically including the positions that
were protected in the experimental probing data. Subsequent mutational analysis of the predicted IRES-3 UTR interactions sustained the dynamic nature of these long-range
interactions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Constructs and transcripts
The constructs pIC and pIC-3 UTR expressing the monocistronic RNAs IRES-luciferase (IL) and IRES-luciferase3 UTR (IL3) (Figure 1A) consisting of the FMDV IRES
followed by the luciferase coding sequence were described
(27). The construct pLuc-3 UTR, expressing the transcript
luciferase-3 UTR (L3), was generated by deletion of the
IRES element in pIC-3 UTR using SacI. The FMDV
3 UTR also includes a poly(A58 ) tract (34).
The constructs SL1a and Ha, harboring mutations
on the 3 UTR, were generated using the QuikChange
(Agilent) mutagenesis procedure with the pair of primers
5 -GACAGCCGGGCTCTGAGCACGGCGACACCG
TAGGAGTG-3 ,
5 -CACTCCTACGGTGTCGCCG
TGCTCAGAGCCCGGCTGTC-3 for SL1a, and 5 CCGGGCTCTGAGGCGTGCGACAAACGAGGAGT
GAAAATCTC-3 ,
5 -GAGATTTTCACTCCTCGTT
TGTCGCACGCCTCAGAGCCCGG-3 , for Ha. All
plasmids were confirmed by DNA sequencing (Macrogen
Europe).
Prior to in vitro transcription, plasmid pIC was linearized
using SphI while pIC-3 UTR and pLuc-3 UTR were linearized by HpaI. RNA synthesis was performed for 2 h at
37◦ C using T7 RNA polymerase and the linearized DNA
template in 40 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM DTT, 0.5 mM rNTPs
as described previously (38). DNA template was eliminated
by RQ1 DNase treatment (Promega), followed by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. Synthesis of fulllength products and absence of contaminating DNA template was verified by gel electrophoresis.
IRES activity assays
Plasmids pIC-3 UTR wild type or the mutants SL1a and
Ha, expressing a monocistronic RNA carrying the wild
type or the mutant 3 UTR sequences downstream of the luciferase reporter gene were assayed in BHK-21 cells. In all
cases, a plasmid encoding Renilla luciferase (39) was added
to the DNA transfection mix as a control of the transfection efficiency. Transfection of 90% confluent monolayers
was carried out using cationic liposomes 1 h after infection
with the Vaccinia virus VT7F-3 expressing T7 RNA polymerase (40). This assay excludes the presence of cryptic pro-
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Figure 1. In-cell mapping of FMDV IRES and 3 UTR structure. (A) Schematic of the transcripts used to determine RNA structure. (B) Experimental
overview. BHK-21 cells were transfected with vectors expressing the transcripts depicted in (A); 20 h post-transfection cells were modified with NAI. Mocktransfected cells were treated as negative control. Following total RNA extraction, reverse transcription (RT) of modified and unmodified RNA generated
cDNA products that provided a SHAPE reactivity map. Normalized NAI reactivity was used to generate models of RNA secondary structure. Covariation
analysis was performed to identify conserved structural motifs. (C) Representative example of the fluorescence (arbitrary units) obtained using total RNA
prepared from treated NAI (+) and untreated NAI (−) cells, fluorescent primers and capillary electrophoresis. For consistency, nucleotide positions are
numbered as in previous studies (25). (D) Autoradiogram of a representative example of the RT stops observed using total RNA prepared from cells treated
with NAI (+) and untreated (−), determined using radiolabeled primers and denaturing acrylamide-urea gel electrophoresis. AGCU denotes the sequence
ladder obtained with same labeled primer. The IRES nucleotide positions are indicated on the left.

moters since the transfected plasmid is transcribed in the
cell cytoplasm by the T7 RNA polymerase. Extracts from
105 cells were prepared 20 h after transfection in 100 l of
50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.8, 120 mM NaCl, 0.5% NP40. Firefly and Renilla luciferase activity were measured using the
dual luciferase reporter assay (Promega). IRES activity was
quantified as the expression of Firefly luciferase normalized
to the amount of protein in the lysate, determined using the
Bradford assay. Each experiment was carried out in triplicate wells and repeated independently at least three times.
Values represent the mean ± SD. The ratio of Firefly luciferase activity (IRES-dependent translation) normalized
to Renilla luciferase (cap-dependent translation) induced
by the presence of mutations on the 3 -UTR was analyzed

by the unpaired two-sided Student’s t-test; differences were
considered significant when P < 0.01.
Synthesis of NAI
NAI (2-methylnicotinic acid imidazolide) was produced as
1:1 mixture with imidazole in DMSO stock solution as described (11). Briefly, 137 mg (1 mmol) of 2-methylnicotinic
acid was dissolved in 0.5 ml anhydrous DMSO. Then, a solution of 162 mg (1 mmol) 1,1 -carbonyldiimidazole in 0.5
ml anhydrous DMSO, was added drop wise over 5 min. The
resulting solution was stirred at room temperature until gas
evolution was complete and then stirred at room temperature for 1h. The stock solution (1 M) is stable for 10–12
months stored at −80◦ C.
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NAI treatment of transfected cells
BHK-21 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM) supplemented with 7.5% fetal calf serum
in 100 mm dishes. Confluent monolayers (∼10 × 106 cells)
were infected with VTF-3 virus that expresses the T7 RNA
polymerase. After 1 h of virus adsorption, cells were transfected using cationic lipids and 8 g per dish of the appropriate plasmid DNA (41). Fetal calf serum was added to the
monolayer 4 h later (7.5% final concentration).
For RNA structure probing, cell monolayers were
washed twice with cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 20
h post-transfection, scraped into PBS, pelleted and resuspended in 100 l of PBS, prior to addition of NAI (20 mM)
(+) or DMSO (2%) (−). The optimal conditions (concentration and time) for NAI treatment was determined by titration, as described (11). Samples were placed at 37◦ C for 10
min, then 1 ml of cold PBS was added and the cells were pelleted again. For RNA purification, 1 ml of TRIZOL (Ambion) was added to the pellet, and vortexed prior to add 200
l of chloroform. Total RNA was precipitated following the
manufacturer’s instructions. The RNA was resuspended in
RNase-free water to a concentration of ∼2.5–3 g/l in 30
l final volume.

ATGTTTTTGGCG, 5 -GGAATGGGATCCTCGAGCT
CAGGGTC, 5 -CATCCTTAGCCTGTCACC, 5 -CCG
TCATGCTCCGCTAC. The primer 5 -CTAAGAATTTT
GTCATTGCTGG was used for 3 UTR-poly(A58 ) RNA reactions. cDNAs products were precipitated and the dry pellets were resuspended in 10 l of H2 O with 4 l of 90% formamide, 1 mM EDTA pH 8, 0.1% xilencianol, 0.1% bromophenol loading buffer. Denatured cDNA products were
fractionated in 6% acrylamide 7 M urea gels (Figure 1D), in
parallel to a sequence ladder obtained with the same radiolabelled primer using Thermo Sequenase™ Cycle Sequencing Kit (USB).
Primer extension of in vitro modified RNA
For primer extension, equal amounts of NAI-treated and
untreated RNAs (10 l, about 0.4 pmol) were incubated
with 0.5 l of the appropriate antisense 5 -end 32 P-labeled
primer at 65◦ C for 5 min, 35◦ C for 5 min and then chilled at
4◦ C for 2 min. Primer extension reactions were conducted
as described (43).
SHAPE reactivity data analysis

NAI treatment of RNA in vitro
Prior to NAI treatment, in vitro synthesized RNA (2 pmol)
was folded by heating at 95◦ C for 2 min, snap cooling on
ice for 2 min and subsequently incubated for 20 min at 37◦ C
in SHAPE buffer (100 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, 6 mM MgCl2
and 100 mM NaCl). Following addition of NAI (20 mM)
(treated RNA) or DMSO (untreated RNA), the samples (20
l final volume) were incubated 2 min at 37◦ C. RNA was
then precipitated and resuspended in 50 l of TE 0.5×.
Primer Extension of in vivo modified RNA
For primer extension, total RNA (20 g) was heated
at 95◦ C for 2 min, snap cooling on ice for 2 min,
prior to add the fluorescent primer 5 -Alexa Fluor 488TAGCCTTATGCAGTTGCTCTCC (0.1 M). Primer extension reactions were conducted in a final volume of 20
l containing reverse transcriptase (RT) buffer (50 mM
Tris–HCl, pH 8.3, 75 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl2 , 7.5 mM
DTT), 10 U RNase OUT (Invitrogen), 1 mM each dNTP,
and 60 U of Superscript III RT (Invitrogen). Reverse transcriptions were performed during 1 h at 52◦ C. After alkaline hydrolysis of the RNA template (0.1 M NaOH at
70◦ C for 15 min) and precipitation (42), primer extension
products were resolved by capillary electrophoresis (Figure 1B). The 5 -NED-TAGCCTTATGCAGTTGCTCTCC
primer was used for the sequencing ladder, using 2.5 pmol
of untreated RNA in the presence of 0.1 mM ddCTP, 30
min at 52◦ C RT reaction. The primer extension products,
NAI(+) or NAI(−), were resolved with a sequence ladder
in two capillaries (Figure 1C).
5 -end 32 P-labeled primers were annealed to 20 g
of total RNA prepared from transfected cells, by incubation at 95◦ C for 3 min followed by a snap cooling on ice for 2 min. To cover the entire FMDV
IRES sequence 4 primers were used: 5 -GGCCTTTCTTT

SHAPE electropherograms were analyzed using QuSHAPE
software (44). The reactivity values obtained for each untreated RNA (DMSO) were subtracted from the corresponding treated RNA to obtain the net reactivity for each
nucleotide. Quantitative SHAPE reactivity for individual
datasets were normalized to a scale spanning 0 to 2.5 in
which 0 indicates an unreactive nucleotide and the average
intensity at highly reactive nucleotides is set to 1.5. Data
from at least 3 independent assays were used to calculate
the mean (±SD) SHAPE reactivity.
For SHAPE data processing obtained with P32 -labeled
primers, the intensity of RT-stops was quantified as described (45). The reactivity values observed in the untreated
RNA were subtracted from all the NAI-treated RNAs. The
normalization factor for each dataset was determined by excluding the most-reactive 2% of peak intensities, followed
by calculating the average for the next 8% of peak intensities. All reactivity values were normalized to this average
value to generate the SHAPE reactivity profiles. Quantitative SHAPE reactivity for individual data sets was normalized to a scale spanning 0 to 2.5. Data are available upon
request. Treatment of the L3 transcript with NAI or NMIA
yielded a similar SHAPE reactivity pattern (Supplementary
Figure S1). The secondary structure models obtained imposing the reactivity values of NMIA and NAI in RNAstructure software (44) resulted in similar models (Supplementary Figure S1).
The statistical significance of the SHAPE reactivity data
obtained for the indicated constructs under different conditions was determined by the unpaired two-tail Student’s ttest. Only nucleotide positions with absolute difference ≥0.2
arbitrary units and P-value <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
The secondary RNA structure models were generated using RNAstructure software (46) imposing SHAPE reactivity values as pseudofree energy change constraints along
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with nearest neighbor thermodynamic parameters. The predicted structure corresponding to the lowest minimal free
energy (MFE) energy was used to depict the RNA structure model. RNA structures were visualized with VARNA
(47).

RESULTS

tivity obtained in living cells with free RNA treated in vitro
revealed protections at specific positions within domains 3
and 4. Conversely, enhanced reactivity was observed on several positions within domains 4 and 5. Specifically, the differences between the SHAPE reactivity data observed in living cells and that observed using free RNA in vitro showed
significant protections (absolute SHAPE difference > 0.2;
P < 0.05) at positions 144, 167–169, 233–238, 361, 380–382
and 419 (Figure 2B, blue bars). In contrast, significant increased reactivity was observed at positions 303, 305, 343
and 415–450 (Figure 2B, red bars).
The RNA secondary structure models depicting NAI reactivity in vivo and in vitro are shown in Figure 2C. The reactivity observed for the IRES element in living cells compared to the reactivity of the free RNA in vitro revealed protection of nucleotides residing in domain 3, namely SL1,
SL2 (bearing the C-rich loop), and the hexaloop of stemloop 3A, and in domain 4, specifically the internal bulge
360 and the loop 380 within stem–loops J–K (blue boxes
in Figure 2C). In contrast, the spacer regions between domains 2, 3, 4 and 5, and the hairpin of domain 5 showed
enhanced reactivity (red boxes in Figure 2C). The observed
protections in domain 3 are coincident with the binding-site
of the protein PCBP2, as well as with local flexibility areas
observed in vitro within this domain (52–55). The enhanced
reactivity noticed at positions 410–450 could be interpreted
as a higher flexibility of the initiation zone. Interestingly, the
flexibility of this zone has been reported as a general feature
of cellular RNAs in vivo (56). The accessibility of several positions near the initiation codon suggests that a higher flexibility of this IRES region accompanies internal initiation
of translation in the cell cytoplasm.

In-cell RNA structure probing of the FMDV IRES reveals
significant differences with in vitro data

RNA structural organization of the 3 UTR in living cells

Previous work analyzed the secondary RNA structure of
the FMDV IRES using SHAPE reagents in vitro, either with
free RNA or RNA incubated with IRES-binding factors
(43,51). However, the RNA conformation of this element
in living cells remained elusive. Thus, to gain information
about the IRES organization in vivo we made use of the NAI
reagent (11) to treat cells that were previously transfected
with a functional construct expressing the IRES-luciferase
(IL) transcript. In this RNA, the FMDV IRES promotes
internal initiation of translation of the luciferase reporter
(Figure 1A). Mock-transfected cells were treated in parallel, as a negative control. Optimal conditions for in vivo
RNA probing were obtained by treating the cells with NAI
(20 mM) for 10 minutes, 24 hours post-transfection. Following total RNA purification, primer extension was conducted with specific 5 -labeled primers (either Alexa Fluor488 or 32 P), using in parallel RNA purified from treated and
untreated cells (Figure 1B). Representative examples of the
SHAPE probing results obtained in vivo using either fluorescent primers and capillary electrophoresis or 32 P-labeled
primers and urea-acrylamide sequencing gels, respectively,
are shown in Figure 1C,D.
The normalized in-cell NAI reactivity data obtained for
the IL construct is shown in Figure 2A (top panel). The
same reagent was used to treat in vitro naked IL RNA (Figure 2A, bottom panel). Comparison of the SHAPE reac-

The FMDV 3 UTR sequence consists of about 90 nts followed by a poly(A) tail (34). Previous data reported that the
3 UTR stimulates IRES activity both in the viral RNA (37)
or when placed at the 3 position of a reporter gene (27).
In addition, direct RNA–RNA interactions between these
distant regions of the viral genome have been shown in vitro
(1). Notably, while the 3 UTR transcript showed an intense
binding to the IRES element irrespectively of the presence
of the poly(A) tail, subdivision of the IRES element in domains severely decreased the interaction with the 3 UTR.
Nonetheless, a weak but positive interaction was detected
between the 3 UTR and the IRES transcript harboring domains 4–5 (1). These results suggested that the entire IRES
would offer the overall 3D conformation capable of interacting with the 3 UTR. Yet, the precise location of these
sites remained to be elucidated.
To tackle this question, we first probed the RNA structure of the 3 UTR in living cells using the NAI reagent. The
data obtained revealed high reactivity at positions 62–70,
with weak attacks to residues 9–12 and 80–89 (Figure 3A,
top panel). Nucleotide positions within the 3 UTR are numbered taking as 1 the first nt after the stop codon of the coding sequence. Analysis of the reactivity of the free RNA in
vitro showed a different pattern, with high reactivity at positions 6–19 and 81–89, while nts 62–70 were moderately reactive (Figure 3A, bottom panel). These results revealed im-

Nucleotide sequence analysis
The alignment of sixty-six unique 3 UTR sequences of
FMDV field isolates deposited in GenBank, representative
of all serotypes, was performed using CLUSTALX software
with default parameters (http://www.clustal.org). Sequence
logos (http://weblogo.berkeley.edu) were generated from the
multiple-sequence alignment of the RNA sequences. The
overall height of each stack indicates the sequence conservation at that position (measured in bits), and the height
of symbols within the stack reflects the relative frequency
of the corresponding nucleic acid at that position. Base pair
conservation and covariation range were estimated using RCHIE (48) imposing the consensus secondary structure predicted by RNAaliFold (49) from the sequence alignment.
Covariation values were estimated by computing canonical
base pairs and compensatory mutations as positive values,
and incompatible base pairs as negative values.
TRANSAT method (50) was used to detect evolutionary conserved helices and to estimate their statistical significance from the sequence alignments of the sixty six unique
sequences of the FMDV 3 UTR, their corresponding IRES
regions, and the chimeric sequences resulting after fusing
the individual IRES domains to the 3 UTR sequence.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the local flexibility of the IRES region in transfected cells with free RNA. (A) SHAPE IRES reactivity towards NAI in cells
expressing a functional monocistronic IRES-luciferase (IL) transcript. Normalized IRES reactivity determined in vivo and in vitro as a function of the
nucleotide position. RNA reactivity is colored according to the scale shown on the left. Values correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent
experiments. (B) Significant SHAPE differences between in vivo and in vitro IRES reactivity. Red or blue bars depict nucleotides with P-values <0.05
and absolute SHAPE reactivity differences (D) higher or lower than 0.2, respectively. Gray bars depict differences with P-values >0.05 and/or absolute
differences <0.2. Arrows denote the location of the IRES structural domains 2, 3, 4 and 5, also designated H, I, J–K or L. (C) RNA secondary structure
models showing NAI reactive positions determined in vivo or in vitro. Red and blue boxes depict enhanced or protected, respectively, regions observed in
living cells relative to free RNA. Nucleotides are numbered every 50 nts; a dot marks every 10 nts. SL1, SL2 and SL3a denotes subdomains of domain 3;
J and K are subdomains of domain 4 (25). For completeness, domains 2(H), 3(I) 4(J–K) and 5(L) are also marked below the secondary structure (right
panel).
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Figure 3. Analysis of the 3 UTR SHAPE reactivity in transfected cells expressing a functional monocistronic transcript. (A) Normalized 3 UTR reactivity
determined in vivo and in vitro as a function of the nucleotide position. RNA reactivity toward NAI is colored according to the scale shown on the right.
Values correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. (B) Significant differences between in vivo and in vitro SHAPE reactivity. Red or
blue bars depict nucleotides with P < 0.05 and absolute SHAPE reactivity differences (D) higher or lower than 0.2, respectively. Gray bars depict nonstatistically significant differences. RNA secondary structure of the 3 UTR generated imposing the reactivity towards NAI in vivo (C) and in vitro (D). Red
and blue boxes depict enhanced or protected regions, respectively, observed in living cells relative to free RNA. Nucleotide numbers are marked every 20
nts; a dot marks every 10 nts, taking as 1 the first nt after the stop codon of the FMDV coding sequence. The location of stem-loops SL1, SL2 and H
generated imposing SHAPE reactivity on RNAstructure software is indicated. The minimal free energy predicted structure is depicted in each case.
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portant differences between the accessibility of this RNA to
NAI in vivo and in vitro. Statistical analysis of the differences
(absolute SHAPE difference > 0.2, P < 0.05) between the
RNA probed under different conditions indicated significant protections at residues 8–16 and 86–87 in vivo, whereas
residues 67–68 displayed increased reactivity (Figure 3B).
Next, modeling of the 3 UTR secondary structure imposing SHAPE reactivity yielded a three stem-loop structure, designated SL1, SL2, and H in the current study (Figure 3C). Note that the short hairpin (H) was predicted as a
bulge in earlier studies (1,57). The secondary structure of
this region differed depending on whether the RNA was
treated in living cells (hence, in the presence of cytoplasmic RNA ligands) or in vitro (free RNA in solution) (Figure
3D). Main differences were observed in the reactivity of nts
located in SL1 and SL2, suggesting that factors present in
the cell cytoplasm greatly influence the RNA conformation
of this region. In particular, we noticed that SL1 was protected when the transcript was treated in the cell cytoplasm
(Figure 3C), while the free RNA displayed higher reactivity.
On the other hand, the apical stem of SL2 exhibited higher
reactivity in vivo than in vitro. Finally, the most 3 end nts of
the 3 UTR were moderately reactive in vivo, in contrast to
results observed in the free RNA.
The RNA structure software penalizes base pairs with
high reactivity located in stems (46). Yet, in spite of imposing SHAPE reactivity values to model the RNA structure,
we noticed that the reactivity of nucleotides located in the
apical loop of SL2 was lower than others located in the apical stem (see Figure 3C). This observation has been reported
before for RNA transcriptional regulators (58). Nevertheless, it was surprising for us since it does not occur in the
IRES element under any of the conditions analyzed here or
in previous works (43). Although this feature may be related
to the conformational plasticity of SL2 (discussed below),
presumably related to the role of the 3 UTR in translational
control, further work is needed to understand the functional
significance of this structural observation.
Covariation analysis supports the organization of the 3 UTR
into three stem-loops
The differences of NAI reactivity obtained in-cell and in
vitro prompted us to test whether any of these structural features were supported by sequence covariation, a powerful
method to identify functionally relevant structural elements
in RNAs (38,59,60). Analysis of the sequence variability of
the 3 UTR among 66 unique sequences of FMDV field isolates indicated a high degree of sequence conservation (Figure 4A). However, certain positions tolerated substitutions.
Next, the conservation of the consensus RNA structure predicted without probing or folding constraints by RNAaliFold (49) from the 3 UTR sequence alignment (Figure 4B,
arcs plotted above the sequence alignment) revealed similarities with the RNA structure model generated for the
3 UTR imposing SHAPE reactivity values obtained in vitro
(Figure 3D). Furthermore, base pair formation visualized
using R-CHIE (48) unveiled covariant nucleotides (ranging
between 0.5–1) in SL1 and SL2. Note that although three
stem-loops were predicted in both cases, there are slight differences in the number of base pairs of the helices or the

location of internal bulges in SL1 and SL2. Base pairs involved in SL1 and SL2 helices included a high degree of
invariant plus covariant base pairs (green and blue nts in
Figure 4B). In addition, most of the non-canonical base
pairs (orange nts in Figure 4B) were located at the edge of
helices, reinforcing the evolutionary conservation of these
stem-loops. These data suggest that the structural organization of the 3 UTR is phylogeneticaly conserved, further
evidencing the functional relevance of this region.
The 3 UTR induces specific protections on the IRES element
immediately upstream of the start codon in living cells
The RNA structure changes observed in vivo on the IRES
and 3 UTR regions individually prompted us to analyze the
organization of both RNA regions expressed in cis, using a
monocistronic IRES-luciferase-3 UTR (IL3) transcript in
which translation of luciferase is directed by the FMDV
IRES. To this end, BHK-21 cells were transfected following
the same procedure used for the IL construct. Comparison
of the IRES NAI-reactive positions in the IL3 transcript
(Figure 5A) to the reactivity of the IL transcript (lacking
the 3 UTR sequence) (see Figure 2A) indicated that differences leading to statistically significant protections accumulated on nts 361, 382, 383, 389 (domain 4) and 424, 431,
441–454 (domain 5) (Figure 5B and C). A modest increase
of reactivity was observed in domains 2 and 3, although the
differences were not statistically significant. The protections
observed in the region immediately upstream of the initiator AUG in living cells, also tended to accumulate over the
3 end of the IRES element in vitro (Supplementary Figure
S2). Thus, the presence of the 3 UTR in the IL3 transcript
induced changes in the 3D structure of the IRES element,
coincident with a stimulation of internal initiation of translation (27).
Next, in the inverse experiment, we investigated the consequence on the 3 UTR structure of harboring the IRES
element on the same transcript. We found that the presence
of the IRES element in the monocistronic RNA affects the
local flexibility of the 3 UTR (Figure 6A and B). The nucleotides that showed enhanced reactivity in the presence
of the IRES are widespread all along the 3 UTR (Figure
6C). Notably, strong protections were noticed at positions
65–70 within SL2, but in contrast to the IRES region, the
reactivity changes leading to these protections were not statistically significant (Figure 6B). This result suggested the
possibility that multiple dynamic interactions could be established between the 3 UTR and the IRES element.
In silico studies support dynamic interactions between the
3 UTR and the IRES element
To gain information about base pairs formation between
the IRES element and the 3 UTR we used TRANSAT software to predict statistically significant conserved helices involving at least four consecutive residues (50). Remarkably,
the predicted conserved helices (Figure 7A) faithfully reproduce the RNA secondary structure model of the IRES element modeled according to SHAPE probing (see Figure
2C). In particular, the apical stem-loop of domain 2 (nts 41–
72), most of the stem-loops of domain 3 including the basal
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Figure 4. Conserved RNA structural features of the 3 UTR. (A). The pattern of nucleotide conservation (measured in bits) of the FMDV 3 UTR is
represented by a sequence logo obtained from the alignment of 66 unique sequences of FMDV field isolates deposited in GenBank. (B). Covariation
analysis of the 3 UTR RNA structure. The consensus minimum free energy (MFE) secondary structure predicted by RNAalifold (49) from the multiple
sequence alignment was used to visualize the covariant positions within the 3 UTR by R-CHIE (48). Nucleotides are colored by the degree of conservation,
green indicates the most frequent canonical base pair; dark blue is used for double sided-mutations and light blue for single-sided mutations); red depicts
non-canonical base pairs; grey indicates unpaired nts, and white is used for gaps. Each arc depicts a base pair of the RNA structure. Covariation range is
indicated by the color of the arc.
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Figure 5. Conformational changes in the IRES element in the presence of 3 UTR. (A) SHAPE reactivity towards NAI in cells expressing the monocistronic
IL3 transcript (top). Normalized IRES reactivity determined in vivo as a function of the nucleotide position. RNA reactivity is colored according to the
scale shown on the right. Values correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. (B) Significant SHAPE differences within the IRES region
in vivo between the transcript IL3 and IL (bottom). Red or blue bars depict nucleotides with P-values <0.05 and absolute SHAPE reactivity differences
(D) higher or lower than 0.2, respectively. Grey bars depict non-statistically significant differences. (C) IRES secondary structure showing NAI reactivity,
a blue box denotes protected positions on domains 4 and 5 on IL3 relative to the IL RNA.

helix (nts 86–299) and the stem-loop 3A (nts 159–194), the
stem-loop K of domain 4 (nts 367–397) and the hairpin of
domain 5 (nts 419–440) were accurately predicted (P < 6.17
× 10−5 ). The stem–loop corresponding to subdomain J of
domain 4 was predicted with a P-value = 1.23 × 10−3 , but it
does not appear in Figure 7A since this is above the threshold of the conserved helices drawn for the entire IRES element.
TRANSAT also predicted three additional interdomain
statistically significant conserved helices that may contribute to the IRES 3D structure, in accordance to previously reported RNA–RNA interactions (61). The helix predicted with higher significance (P = 6.6 × 10−5 ) includes
bases belonging to domain 5 and SL3b of domain 3, while
helices predicted between domains 2 and 3, and domain 5
and beginning of domain 2, could represent alternative base
pairing within the IRES region.
A similar analysis of the 3 UTR revealed that base pairs
leading to three stem-loops (SL1, SL2 and H) were also
predicted with high confidence (Figure 7B). In particular,
SL1 was predicted with a significant P-value (8.0 × 10−5 ).
In contrast, SL2 showed a greater capacity to establish mutually exclusive base pairs (dashed lines in Figure 7B) than
SL1, leading to a larger conformational plasticity.
Next, in order to predict base pairs between the IRES element and the 3 UTR, we designed in silico chimeric RNAs
taking into account the protections observed in the RNA
probing experimental data. Thus, we fused sequences bearing the individual domains 4 and 5 of the IRES element
to the 3 UTR (D4-3 UTR or D5-3 UTR) by a tract of 10

adenines (Figure 7C). Comparison of the predictions obtained for the RNA chimeras against the IRES element or
the 3 UTR individually identified statistically significant helices (P < 7.48 × 10−3 ) between the IRES and nucleotides
placed in SL2 or H of the 3 UTR, while SL1 remained
mostly unaffected (Figure 7C). Specifically, analysis of base
pair formation between domain 4 and the 3 UTR chimera
(D4-3 UTR) indicated that SL1 was maintained (P = 8.97
× 10−5 ), while SL2 and H were predicted with lower probability (hence, they are not shown in Figure 7C). Furthermore, nts 29–35 placed at SL1-H border were predicted to
base pair with subdomain K around position 389 (P = 2.87
× 10−4 ) (Figure 7C). Base pairing leading to subdomain J in
the presence of the 3 UTR was predicted with a P-value =
1.89 × 10−3 , similar to the data obtained for the sole IRES
element.
Subsequent analysis of the D5-3 UTR chimera indicated
that SL1 and H remained as in the case of the 3 UTR alone
(P-values 1.09 × 10−4 and 1.10 × 10−3 , respectively). Importantly, base pairings between SL2 and the loop of domain 5 hairpin (P = 2.64 × 10−3 ) and the pyrimidine tract
(nts 439–441) of domain 5 (P = 5.83 × 10−3 ) were also predicted with high confidence. Moreover, while the hairpin of
domain 5 remained as in the IRES element alone, SL2 was
predicted in the chimera D5-3 UTR with lower probability
(P = 5.29 × 10−2 ) than in the 3 UTR alone.
Considering the significant P-values calculated for each
of these interactions, we attempted to analyze the covariation between the residues located in the interacting regions
mentioned above by R-CHIE. Remarkably, covariation was
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Figure 6. Conformational changes in the 3 UTR in the presence of the IRES element. (A) SHAPE reactivity towards NAI in cells expressing the monocistronic IL3 transcript. Normalized 3 UTR reactivity determined in vivo as a function of the nucleotide position. RNA reactivity is colored according to
the scale shown on the right. Values correspond to the mean ± SD of three independent experiments. (B) Significant SHAPE differences within the 3 UTR
in vivo between the transcript IL3 and L3. Red bars depict nucleotides with P-values < 0.05 and absolute SHAPE reactivity differences (D) higher or lower
than 0.2, respectively. Grey bars depict non-statistically significant differences. (C) 3 UTR RNA secondary structure showing NAI reactivity, red boxes
denote statistically significant exposed nts on IL3 relative to the L3 RNA.

observed between domain 4 of the IRES and the SL1 hairpin of the 3 UTR (Supplementary Figure S3), as well as between two different nucleotide stretches of domain 5 of the
IRES and H or SL2 of the 3 UTR (Supplementary Figure
S4). The base pairs inferred from the covariation analysis
are shown in Figure 8.
Taken together, our data strongly suggest that the 3 UTR
of the FMDV RNA could establish multiple, yet conformationally dynamic, base pairs with nts placed on distinct domains of the IRES element. These data are in agreement
with earlier observations in which the 3 UTR formed stable RNA–RNA retarded complexes with the IRES element,
and although to a lower extent, with a transcript bearing domains 4 and 5 (1). Further supporting the dynamic nature of
the distant interactions, the difference in the SHAPE reactivity values obtained for the free RNA (in vitro) containing
the IRES element and the 3 UTR compared to the IRES
alone showed statistically significant protections in nts 389,
419, 445 and 451 on the IRES element (Supplementary Fig-

ure S2), while SHAPE differences in the 3 UTR, although
higher than 0.2, were statistically significant only in two positions, 84–85 (Supplementary Figure S5A and B).
Functional analysis of the 3 UTR sequences predicted to base
pair with the IRES element
To analyze the influence of the 3 UTR on IRES-dependent
translation, we generated two 3 UTR mutants aimed to
disrupt the predicted IRES-3 UTR interactions. The SL1a
mutant, in which 3 UTR nts G33 CGU36 , that would base
pair with domain 4 (nts 387 to 390), were substituted by
C33 ACG36 ; and the Ha mutant, in which nts C43 CGU46
were substituted by A43 ACG46 to disrupt the interaction
with domain 5 (nts 428–431) (Figure 9A). Next, BHK-21
cells were transfected with the monocistronic constructs
IRES-FLuc-3 UTR harboring the wild type (WT), the
SL1a or Ha sequence. A plasmid bearing the Renilla luciferase reporter gene (RLuc) was added to control the
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Figure 7. In silico analysis of conserved helices between the IRES element and the 3 UTR. Conserved helices predicted by TRANSAT for the sequence
alignment of the IRES region alone (A), the 3 UTR alone (B) and the chimeras D4-3 UTR and D5-3 UTR (C) for the P-value thresholds indicated in the
legend (D). Arcs connect base pairs, colored according to their P-value range estimated by TRANSAT. Filled line arcs depict helices predicted with high
reliability, broken line arcs depict mutually exclusive helices. The structural domains of the IRES and the stem–loops of the 3 UTR are indicated on the
x-axis, together with the nt position flanking each domain. Purple lines denote the positions of the IRES predicted to base pair with SL2; dashed black
boxes depict the position of 3 UTR SL1 and SL2 on the RNA chimeras. A black empty box depicts the A10 tract fusing the IRES domains with the 3 UTR
sequence.
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Figure 8. Covariant bases involved in long-range interactions between the
IRES and the 3 UTR. The pattern of nucleotide conservation (measured
in bits) of the IRES and the 3 UTR predicted to interact by TRANSAT
is represented by a sequence logo obtained from the sequence alignment
of FMDV field isolates. The IRES domains (4 or 5) and the 3 UTR stemloops (SL1, H and SL2) and the nucleotide positions for each interacting
region are indicated. A dash denotes canonical base pairs.

transfection efficiency. In all cases, the luciferase activity
observed in constructs SL1a and Ha was made relative to
the wild type construct (pIC-3 UTR). As shown in Figure
9B, while the Fluc activity was reduced in construct SL1a
(0.63, P = 0.00071), there was no reduction in mutant Ha
(0.95). No significant difference in the expression of Rluc
was noticed in the same lysates. However, the Fluc/Rluc ratio for SL1a and Ha mutants, 0.86 and 0.96, respectively,
showed no statistically significant differences relative to the
wild type (set to 1). In agreement with the hypothesis of the
existence of multiple interactions between the IRES and the
3 UTR, these results suggest that lack of one of these distant interactions may be compensated by alternative base
pairings.
DISCUSSION
Initiation of translation in picornavirus and HCV RNAs
relies on IRES elements (31,62). Our study provides new
relevant information concerning the local flexibility of the
FMDV IRES element adopted within the cell cytoplasm,
which differs from that observed in vitro using the same

Figure 9. Functional analysis of the 3 UTR sequences predicted to base
pair with the IRES element. (A) Diagram of the base pairs disrupted between the domain 4 or domain 5 of the IRES and the 3 UTR in constructs
SL1a or Ha. Red letters depict nucleotide substitutions of the 3 UTR sequence. (B) Translation efficiency of the SL1a and Ha constructs. The Firefly luciferase (Fluc) activity/g of protein and Renilla luciferase (Rluc)
activity/g of protein was made relative to the values obtained for the
wild type construct performed in parallel. Relative IRES activity (mean
± SD) was determined in transfected BHK-21 cells as the Fluc/Rluc ratio
expressed from monocistronic constructs, then normalized to the activity
observed for the wild type IRES (set to 1). Each experiment was performed
in triplicate and repeated three times.

functional transcript and the same SHAPE reagent. Interestingly, we observed that specific residues located on the
apical region of domain 3 became protected within the cell,
while they were unpaired (flexible) in naked RNA, suggesting RNA–protein or RNA–RNA interactions dependent
on the cytoplasmic environment. In contrast, we noticed a
higher flexibility of the initiation zone, in accordance with
the general feature of mRNAs reported in vivo (56). Earlier
studies aimed to decipher the RNA structure of the IRES
element by in vivo dimethyl sulfate (DMS) footprint noticed
differences in specific positions of domains 3, 4 and 5 of
the IRES relative to the DMS probing performed in vitro
(41), that are in agreement with those observed in the current study using NAI.
Here, we provide direct evidences for changes in the organization of the IRES region in the presence of the homologous 3 UTR in a functional monocistronic construct, and
conversely, the RNA conformation of the 3 UTR is reorganized in the presence of the IRES element. The conformational plasticity derived from RNA probing data, which
was also supported by covariation analysis and conserved
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helices prediction, suggest a direct crosstalk between these
distant regions of the viral RNA, further supporting the relevance of the 3 UTR in stimulating IRES-driven translation
within cells (27). Earlier studies carried out with viral coding sequences (27,37) also confirmed the stimulatory effect
of the 3 UTR on IRES activity.
Although the IRES elements of picornaviruses and HCV
are sufficient to promote protein synthesis, translation directed by these elements is enhanced by the 3 UTR or a
poly(A)-tail (63). This stimulation, which may be reminiscent of the 3 poly(A) synergistic enhancement of the capdependent translation of cellular mRNAs (64), can be explained by the existence of functional bridges facilitated by
RNA–protein interactions (65). As discussed by (66), it may
also rely on the interaction between the 3 UTR and proteins of the 40S ribosomal subunit residing in a region near
the mRNA entry and exit sites, partially overlapping with
the HCV IRES binding site (67). Recent structural analysis
provided experimental evidences in support of the local dynamic conformation of IRES elements including those of
HCV, HCV-like and FMDV (52,53,68,69). Indeed, the 40SHCV IRES complex is conformational dynamic and undergoes slow large-scale rearrangements after binding (70).
The information regarding the 3D structure of the
FMDV 3 UTR is scarce. Here, we show that the local flexibility of the 3 UTR region determined in vitro differed from
that mapped in living cells (Figure 3C and D). Structural
analysis of the enterovirus 3 UTR (71) showed the presence
of two stem loops (X and Y) connected by a kissing loop
(K). In the case of the aphthovirus 3 UTR, our data show
that SL1 was invariably predicted by RNA structure software imposing SHAPE reactivity, irrespectively of having
the IRES element in cis (Figures 3 and 5), as well as by the
covariation and prediction of conserved helices (Figures 4
and 7). The conformation of the 3 UTR SL2 is more prone
to structural reorganization than SL1, but no direct evidences for kissing loops were detected. The observation that
the 3 UTR became more flexible in the presence of the IRES
element, suggested a crosstalk between these distant elements of the IL3 transcript, which concomitantly leads to a
dynamic conformation of both RNA regions. Yet, the SL2
protections observed in the presence of the IRES were not
statistically significant (Figure 6B). In this regard, it is worth
noting that the standard deviation of the SHAPE reactivity reported for the 3 UTR in living cells is generally higher
than that of the coding sequences or the 5 UTR (13). This
variability could be attributed to fluctuations in the complex
and dynamic cytoplasmic environment, including ions concentration or pH, weak or transient RNA–RNA and RNA–
protein interactions, the flanking sequence context, and/or
conformational changes of the RNA structure preferably
affecting the 3 UTR (72). In addition, the use of SHAPE
reagents with relative long half-life could reflect RNP assembly and disassembly, cellular turnover, and other events
unrelated to steady-state structure of RNA (13).
Given that computational analysis predicted a number of
statistically significant base pairs between the 3 UTR and
the IRES, it is tempting to propose the existence of multiple 3 UTR dynamic states. Thus, while base pair prediction within the sole 3 UTR transcript accurately defines 3
stem loops, as in the model generated imposing values of

SHAPE reactivity probing (Figure 3C,D), in silico analysis of chimeric transcripts fusing domains of the IRES to
the 3 UTR invariably predicts statistically significant base
pairing between nts of SL2 with two conserved motifs of
domain 5 (Figure 8). On the other hand, nts of SL1-H border could establish base pairs with nts located in domain 4
(Figure 8). Generally, there is a good agreement between
the in silico predictions and the protected sites observed
by SHAPE probing in the IL3 transcript relative to the
IL transcript lacking the 3 UTR sequence. Indeed, the differences leading to statistically significant protections observed along the region upstream of the initiator AUG in
living cells (Figure 5B and C), also tended to accumulate
over the same region in vitro (Supplementary Figure S2).
Conversely, the presence of the IRES element in the monocistronic RNA affects the local flexibility of the 3 UTR.
This result suggested the possibility that multiple dynamic
interactions could be established between the 3 UTR and
the IRES element.
To test this hypothesis, we generated two mutants aimed
to disrupt the predicted base pairings between domain 4
(construct SL1a), or domain 5 (construct Ha) and the
3 UTR. However, although SL1a mutant induced a modest decrease in FLuc, none of these mutants significantly altered the normalized IRES activity relative to the WT construct (Figure 9B). We interpret these data as a result of a
flexible conformation, such that alternative distant interactions could compensate for each other. In agreement with
the results of the current study, direct RNA–RNA interactions between the IRES and the 3 UTR of the viral genome
have been shown in vitro (1), irrespectively of the presence
of the poly(A) tail. Moreover, although the intensity of the
retarded complexes was significantly decreased by subdivision of the IRES in its modular domains, a faint but detectable retarded complex was detected with the domain 4–
5 transcript, but not with those of domains 2 or 3. Also in
support of our hypothesis, this study showed that the fulllength 3 UTR, but not the individual stem-loops SL1 or
SL2, yielded a retarded complex with the transcript corresponding to the IRES element (1).
Throughout this work, we have observed that the probability of adopting a stable SL2 is significantly reduced in
the RNA chimeras containing IRES domains compared
to the 3 UTR RNA lacking the IRES element. Although
TRANSAT predicted conserved helices considering only
sequence covariation without environmental factors, the
SL2 and H secondary structures show a large conformational plasticity. In addition, SL2 and H helices, and those
predicted between SL2 and H with residues located in domains 4 and 5 of the IRES element, would be mutually exclusive and may exist in equilibrium within the cell. Detection of tertiary interactions is a challenging task because
they may involve bases that establish non-canonical base
pairings; yet we observed sequence conservation in the interacting positions, which additionally were supported by
covariation (see Supplementary Figures S3 and S4). Besides
canonical interactions, non Watson-Crick base pairs could
contribute to stabilize the helices.
Several reasons rule out a potential long-range interaction between the 3 UTR and the luciferase reporter gene.
All the transcripts used to determine differences in NAI re-
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activity contain the same reporter. Hence, a potential stable base pair between the 3 UTR and the luciferase gene
should be close to background when comparing IL3 versus
L3 transcripts. Also support this idea the fact that the RNA
structure determined using a transcript corresponding to
the IRES alone (73) is similar to the structure found in vitro
using the IRES-luciferase transcript (43,52). Additionally,
in silico analysis of base pairing between the luciferase gene
(1677 nts) and the FMDV 3 UTR using IntaRNA (74) predicted distant interactions with energies ranging between
−6.86 to −1.95 kcal/mol (Supplementary Figure S6). However, these predictions are not supported by differences in
SHAPE reactivity.
In support of the biological relevance of the dynamic
long-range interactions dependent upon SL2, a previous
study showed that a RNA replicon harboring a deletion of
the SL2 sequence was not viable, whereas deletion of SL1
yielded an attenuated virus (57). As shown for Dengue virus,
RNA sequences involved in alternative long-range structures could constitute a mechanism to modulate the viral
RNA 3D structure for efficient replication (75). In summary, our strategy comparing in-cell to in vitro SHAPE
probing of functional monocistronic transcripts and in silico prediction of conserved helices revealed the conformational plasticity of the FMDV 3 UTR region, and provided
direct evidences for dynamic long-range interactions between this region and the IRES element. Evolutionary conserved competing structures in the genomic RNA that may
be modulated by RNA-binding proteins could provide a
mechanism for fine-tuning the conformations involved in
distinct processes.
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